Dear Mr. Stiff,

The new reorganization plan came out today. Nothing really new, just shifting. Fortune is saying they will have less area to cover, but more people. This is-the line broken off the political thing and sent it away. So I think basically it's change of self-gains and losses. However, instead of being a coordinator between the joint administrative section and the paper secret staff, I am now in the joint operation, have several more people and am responsible for the whole Republican with access to the highly central stuff, actually this is good because there is very little highly secret stuff on paper and done, and having two different types just complicated things for everyone. So I will have both US and that other fellow working for me. And will probably have my own vehicle. We will probably move in about a week in order to implement this thing.

Got a nice letter from Scannest today. He sent me a copy of a book he collaborated on. Very interesting. We should have another discussion on Thursday. Also more suggestions for him. He's one of the smartest and most interesting people I have been around in a long time. Liked spending much time with him ever since I knew, but Scannest was early this morning.
of the lot—and this is far from being derogatory of the others. He, though, wanted to be the first to admit. They were both openly admiring of him—sincerely.

As I think I said, basically I keep tabs on infiltration, infiltration, infiltration, prison, prisoners, citizens, and all other sources I gain and lose. Nothing earth-shaking, but more important than a lot that goes on here.

As for restricting—I think I would get the best grade if you plan to continue playing regularly.

If you are having a little bong, by all means check the tubes and replace them. There aren't all that expensive. Lakshad, and there's no need suffering with a stinky thing. One problem. Don't know if the one-stop shop tube tester can do a proper job on them. And R.I. won't test them. For you. They can read or on a cheap tube tester and still give you a bong. However, it won't hurt to me. If any of them read in the low part of the scale, get rid of them.

Triplet Bangal is off.

The Buddhist demonstrations are
Dear [Name],

Death overdone in the press. They had one Paul, one and about nothing since except that Tri Yung and a few of his worthies are still encamped in the park in front of Independence Palace.

Have a jolly surprise idea for [Sandra] Christina, in addition to radio and bag.

How is L'Encaissant coming?

If you haven't gotten the needle—would it be last of the place right door to it—it's got changer.

It's pouring down here. The reports from the north show it's coming down in torrents there, but as yet it hasn't slackened here. If anything it's raining more.

Love,

[Signature]